The on-line sequence modelling algorithm 'Prediction by Partial Matching' (PPM) has set the performance standard in lossless data compression research since Moffat's 1990 implementation, PPMC. Despite intense research activity, only Howard's 1993 escape-count update mechanism 'D' has provided any consistent, order-independent performance improvement to PPMC (about 1%). Most notably, the recently introduced PPM variant, PPM*, which eliminates PPM's order bound, fails to offer compression results superior to those of PPMC with Markov order greater than four. This paper explains how to significantly improve the compression performance of any PPM variant (by 5-12%) by combining PPM's probability estimator, 'blending', with information-theoretic state selection. Hazards inherent to this combination are overcome by identifying the distinct semantics of the two approaches and resolving the differences using a dual-frequency update mechanism. We present and apply our percolating state selector, plus an enhancement to blending, both of which we have recently shown to independently outperform all competing techniques from the literature. We also give a minimal linear-space suffix-tree implementation of PPM and PPM*. Performance is measured in experiments run on the Calgary Corpus using our reimplementation of the original algorithms in an executable cross-product of independent model components, which permits precise control of all modelling algorithm features.
INTRODUCTION
The on-line modelling algorithm, 'prediction by partial matching' (PPM) has set the standard in lossless data compression research since its introduction in 1984 [1] . PPM constructs a bounded-order Markov model that estimates probabilities of each symbol in an input sequence using a technique called blending. Blending combines several distinct frequency distributions that are conditioned by the previous input into one probability measure.
Recently, a new PPM variant, PPM * , was developed that eliminated PPM's order bound with a linear-space model that employed a buffer containing the entire input sequence [2] . PPM * is the only published on-line modelling technique that discards absolutely no information about the past input sequence. However, its original compression performance was not as good as that of higher-order versions of PPM. For reasons outlined in the following paragraphs, we believe that the original PPM * does not achieve its potential, and that the primary problem is that PPM * inherently overestimates the local Markov order of the FSM source that is presumed to have emitted the sequence.
For our purposes, the local order of an FSM source, or model, is the length of the conditioning context string associated with the predicting state of the FSM, that is, the state which is used to provide the frequency data for the probability estimate. In PPM and PPM * , this notion is slightly more complicated, since blending combines the frequency data from several states. We side-step this complication by viewing blending as a leaf-to-root recursive procedure, and defining the local Markov order to be the order of the state that is used as the starting point for the blending procedure as it is applied for a single source symbol. In PPM and PPM * FSMs, the current state of the FSM is always the maximum-order state with conditioning context string which is a suffix of the already-processed portion of the input 1 . Moreover, the predicting state is, by default, the current state of the model. However, while PPM * processes the input sequence, it continually adds states to the model that have increasingly longer conditioning contexts. PPM * has the property that a given model state can never be the model's current state more than once, given any conditioning context that is longer than the conditioning context string associated with the state. The problem with always using the current FSM state as the predicting state, in PPM * , is that the predicting state will never be a state with a stable, or converged, next-symbol distribution, no matter how long the input sequence, or how small the local order of the presumed FSM source of the input sequence.
We hypothesize that if the local order overestimation inherent to PPM * were corrected, PPM * would outperform any parametrization of PPM, which relies upon a global order bound. A general alternative to always letting the predicting state equal the current state, is to specifically select a state from among the current state and its ancestors. For these reasons, PPM * seemed the perfect vehicle for proving our hypothesis that blending and information-theoretic state selection could be meaningfully combined to improve the state of the art in universal on-line modelling.
To prove these hypotheses, we set about unifying these and several other suffix-tree-based model families and applying the same optimizations to all of them in the larger work [3] from which much of this paper is excerpted. There were three obstacles to introducing information-theoretic state selection to PPM variants. First, PPM * 's model structure seemed to be quite distinct from the suffix-tree models to which state selection can be applied. Second, the models that use blending most effectively (or more generally, mixtures) have different semantics from models that correctly use state selection. These semantics had to be identified and unified before the two techniques could be meaningfully combined. And third, the published state-selection techniques for models with unbounded order are based upon suboptimal hillclimbing computations. Here, we present solutions to each of these obstacles. The combination of techniques presented here increases the benchmark performance of PPM * by 7% over the original implementation [2] . We reduce the memory requirements of PPM and improve its performance by 12% over the standard reference [4] , and by 5% over the best of all previously known variants [5] .
This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces terminology, suffix-tree context models, and describes PPM and PPM * models. Section 3 transforms PPM * and PPM into a single suffix-tree data structure that uses the fewest possible nodes and edges to precisely duplicate the information recorded by the original algorithms. Section 4 improves PPM * 's performance by introducing a 'dual' update technique that allows the use of update exclusions, which improved PPM [4] . Section 5 introduces a new probability estimator based upon mixtures that generalizes blending. In Section 6, we give a new unbounded-order state-selection mechanism that will not get stuck in local minima or maxima. Sections 2.4, 4.1 and 6.4 interleave a parallel discussion of the semantic issues that explain why these techniques work. These short primers provide the model designer with an understanding that is essential for correctly applying these techniques to any universal suffix-tree model. Finally, in Section 7, all improvements are measured empirically as compression performance on the Calgary Corpus [6] , using our executable taxonomy of on-line sequence modelling algorithms [3] , which completely controls all model features in each experiment.
SUFFIX-TREE MODELS

Notation and terminology
Broadly speaking, the suffix trees used in on-line string modelling are finite-state machines, where the current state has an associated conditioning context string that is a suffix of the already-processed portion of the input sequence, and the edges leading out of the current state correspond to the possible values of the next scanned source symbol. Moreover, each state's set of out-edges corresponds to a frequency distribution over the set of single input symbols that label them. The current state's frequency distribution is used to assign a probability to the next scanned input symbol. For our purposes, a suffix-tree FSM is a set of states such that each state s has access to the following information:
• A conditioning context string context(s) ∈ A * , where A denotes the input alphabet.
• A parent state suffix(s), such that context(s) = y · context(suffix(s)), y ∈ A * , where the string y is known as a minimal extension to context(suffix(s)) and s is said to be a child of suffix(s).
• A list of out-events a|s, for a ∈ A, where each outevent a|s is associated with a record, count[a, s], of the frequency of a|s in the previously processed input.
• Its Markov order, which equals |context(s)|.
All on-line models are grown incrementally from an initial suffix-tree model. The initial suffix tree has two states s 0 and s −1 , where s 0 has no out-transitions and context(s 0 ) = λ. State s −1 equals suffix(s 0 ), has no suffix (i.e. suffix(s −1 ) = null), and has out-events for every a ∈ A that enter s 0 , plus an additional event that is used to signal the end of the input sequence.
For general suffix-tree FSMs, call the language of the subtree rooted at state s L(s). L(s) equals the set of strings that take model M to state s or to any state in the subtree rooted by s. In general suffix-tree FSMs, for a given input history sequence a 1 a 2 · · · a i−1 , the set of states {s : a 1 a 2 · · · a i−1 ∈ L(s)} is referred to as the excited states. If we view the suffix tree as a single FSM, the current state is always the maximum-order excited state. For example, refer to Figure 1 : after the input sequence '. . . abcbbc' the current state of Model b will be the state labelled 'bbc' and the set of excited states will be labelled with context strings 'bbc', 'bc', 'c' and 'λ'.
Since the models we construct are stochastic, we must associate various quantities with model states and out-events. We shall employ the following convention. When the range of a mapping, say, f , can be described using a closed form, we shall use the function notation f ( ). However, when the range of the mapping involves a set of persistent variables that change state over time, such as the frequency counters that are associated with each transition, we shall use the notation f [ ].
On-line probability estimation
Consider the excited states in a suffix-tree model, for some arbitrary input sequence a 1 a 2 · · · a i−1 ∈ A * . We wish to estimate a probability distribution over all possible values of a i . The estimated probability distribution over all symbols in A will be conditioned by the excited states, and therefore by the already-processed portion of the input sequence, which is the sole source of the frequency data organized at all model states, except s −1 . We will use the estimated distribution to assign a probability to the actual input symbol a i . Thus, from the symbol frequencies conditioned by these states, we must estimate a single distribution that assigns non-zero probability to all symbols in the input alphabet A.
After each symbol instance a i has been processed, new states may be added to the model as descendants of the maximum-order excited state. Lastly, the excited states, which now include any new states s such that L(s) contains a 1 a 2 · · · a i−1 , will each receive frequency updates for the symbol a ∈ A such that a = a i .
Model families
For models such as PPM and PPM * , the FSM transition function is defined in terms of the function context( ) (e.g. see Figure 1 , Model b). More generally, the transition function may not have a simple closed form, and may only be describable as explicit state-to-state pointers that are labelled by single symbols (e.g. see Figure 1 , Model a). The abstract family membership of a modelling technique directly affects how its transition function may be represented in a computer, and therefore how the computation of the next state may be implemented.
The suffix trees underlying all PPM variants, including PPM * , are Markovian FSMX models. They are Markovian because they satisfy the Markov property: for any given state s and input event 2 y ∈ A + , the next state is only dependent upon s and y. They are FSMX because the following hold for all states s:
• the context string of s extends the context string of suffix(s) by exactly one symbol, that is,
The substring b above is called a minimal extension of context(s). Both models shown in Figure 1 are FSMX, since their next-state functions always go to the state corresponding to the maximal matching suffix of the already-processed portion of the source message.
The fact that the improvements developed and tested later in this work apply to FSMX models is important because FSMX models are ubiquitous in the information-theoretic literature. FSMX models [7] are suffix-tree context models with single-symbol minimal extensions such that the next state given by the transition function on a given state and input symbol can have Markov order that differs arbitrarily from the order of the given state. In contrast, in a Markov model, the order of the next state given the current state s and input event y ∈ A + is always bounded by |context(s)| + |y|. FSMX models are not always Markovian because for a given state s and input event y, the next state's order may exceed |context(s)| + |y|. Thus, information about the prior input sequence which is not recorded in state s is required to determine that next state. For example, Model b in Figure 1 is not Markovian, since state 'b' may go to state 'bc' or state 'abc' on symbol c, depending on which source symbols occurred before the model entered state 'b'.
The transition function of Markovian FSMX models may be implemented in one of two ways: the Markov property allows representation via explicit next-state pointers, while FSMX transition functions may be represented using a closed-form description. The closed-form description requires that the next state be computed using conditioning context extensions and children pointers, which must be stored at each state, plus an input history buffer. (The children pointers are best represented as a pointer to a list of children linked by sibling pointers.) The state with a conditioning context which is the longest suffix of the alreadyprocessed input sequence a 1 a 2 · · · a i−1 is located by searching root-to-leaf for a child of each successively visited state of order k with extension b = a i−k . An explicit pointer representation of PPM * 's transition function is possible only because PPM * 's model satisfies the Markov property. This flexibility is not a feature of all Markov models with underlying suffix-tree structure. We have proved that there exist useful finite-context Markov models that are not FSMX [3, Chapter 4] . Those models allow arbitrarily long extensions to state contexts and include dynamic Markov compression (DMC) [8] models as a special case. They require explicit destination pointers because their conditioning contexts cannot be described by a single string.
Model semantics I: conditioning context partitions
The suffix-tree structure of the models discussed in this work have a number of mathematical interpretations. So far, we have described suffix-tree models as representing a single FSM model, with a single current state. However, in the most general interpretation, the suffix tree represents a set of distinct, nested, suffix-tree FSM models, that share the same transition function mapping A × S to S, where S equals the set of states (or nodes) in the suffix tree.
Each distinct FSM corresponds to a complete frontier of the tree rooted by the order-zero state s 0 , and vice versa. A frontier of s j 's subtree T consists of the leaves of a subtree of T , rooted at s j . A tree T has as many distinct frontiers as it does distinct subtrees that share its root. A frontier of a subtree T rooted at s j is complete if it consists of s j , or if it consists of complete frontiers of the subtrees rooted by each of the children of s j .
The states of each complete frontier of a suffix-tree FSM rooted at s 0 impose a distinct partition on the set of possible conditioning contexts in A * . Each state s on a given complete frontier contributes an element of that frontier's conditioning context partition. The partition element of state s equals L(s), the set of strings that cause any of the nested FSMs emulated by the suffix tree to make a transition into any state that is in the subtree rooted by state s. Although state s may simultaneously belong to several complete frontiers of a given suffix tree, s contributes the same partition element to each frontier's associated context partition. The partition elements of all possible children of s form a refinement of s's partition element. For the FSMX class of models, every state's partition element equals the set of strings A * context(s).
The single FSM interpretation corresponds to the maximum complete frontier of the suffix tree. We shall adopt the multiple-model interpretation from here on, but will continue to use the term 'current state' as a shorthand for the maximum-order excited state.
Note that regardless of the intended mapping between model states and the conditioning context partition that is denoted by the context strings of the states, the true mapping is defined by which state's frequencies are updated given particular input histories (note that updating the frequencies of all excited states is only one of several ways to perform frequency updates). When the true mapping and intended mapping disagree, the (intended) context partition has been violated, and the predictive ability of the model is compromised.
The next two sections are devoted to how suffix-tree model structure is deduced, and its representation in memory. Subsequent sections deal with the remaining aspect of on-line modelling: how to deduce model parameters, or conditional probabilities. These sections answer the following questions concerning suffix-tree model frequencies:
• How should we organize frequency data at the model states? • Which excited state's frequencies will provide the best probability estimate? • How can we combine the frequencies at the excited states to provide the best probability estimate?
The structure of PPM and PPM *
The PPM FSM has an arbitrary global order bound m and is constructed from the input sequence as it is scanned so that it always satisfies the following invariants:
• Every state s in PPM's state set S is associated with a unique finite context by the function context : S → A * , where A is the finite input alphabet.
• PPM's state set S is grown incrementally so that for every string w such that |w| ≤ m and w has occurred at least once in the input sequence, there exists a unique state s ∈ S such that context(s) = w.
The (non-linear space) PPM * FSM is identical except for m = ∞.
PPM models can be represented as suffix trees with transition functions which are either computed from the conditioning context strings associated with each state or represented explicitly as pointers. The structure of the PPM suffix tree is defined using a suffix relationship suffix :
The suffix relationship suffix : S → S is well-defined because for every suffix y of every sequence w such that there exists a (unique) p ∈ S with context( p) = w, there exists a state s ∈ S with context(s) = y. Note that it is not necessary to represent the suffix relationship explicitly by storing a suffix pointer at each state [2, 4] . The conditioning context partition of any PPM variant is induced by the function context : S → A * ; that is, in a PPM or PPM * suffix tree, the language of each state s equals
The on-line construction of a PPM or PPM * suffix tree from an input sequence a 1 a 2 · · · a n is straightforward. Initially, let the initial model consist of the single state s 0 with context string context(s 0 ) = λ. At any time i, the set of excited states of the suffix tree equals the set {s :
After the ith input symbol a i has been processed, but before the next set of excited states have been determined using a 1 a 2 · · · a i , we know that
, where s ′ equals the maximum-order excited state. We can add new states to the suffix tree as follows:
After adding new states, the maximum-order excited state, denoted by s ′ , equals the maximum-order newly added state. Unfortunately, the straightforward procedure described above will construct a suffix tree requiring super-linear space for PPM * models. The authors of PPM * [2] gave a linearspace solution based upon 'PATRICIA trees', but it was not clear how this solution is related to suffix trees, and it did not use the minimal number of nodes. In the following section we give our algorithm for the on-line construction of minimal suffix trees for PPM and PPM * .
AN ALTERNATIVE IMPLEMENTATION FOR PPM AND PPM *
In this section, we transform PPM * so it will simultaneously require only a linear space and fit into our taxonomical framework [3] , which decomposes several prior on-line modelling algorithms with underlying suffix-tree structure. This transformation enables controlled experiments with reasonable resource requirements and straightforward analysis of the semantics of the component features of PPM and PPM * and their interactions. The resulting model contains the minimal number of nodes and edges required to represent the same information as the linear-space version of the original PPM * and PPM.
Transition events are strings
We can implement PPM * and PPM with a suffix-tree FSM such that: all transitions (edges) correspond to strings, rather than single symbols; all states have at least two outgoing transitions and the already-processed sequence a 1 a 2 · · · a i is stored in an input buffer (shown at the bottoms of . By allowing transitions to be labelled as strings, most of the storage normally required to represent states with one inedge and one out-edge is saved.
The first symbol a of any transition event leaving a given state s is unique for s. Therefore, we denote transition events as a|s. Each transition requires access to the following information: alphabet. The string events labelling the transitions exiting state s −1 have length 1, and for 1 ≤ j ≤ |A|, the jth event's input buffer pointer is set to the jth position of the input buffer, which contains the jth symbol of the input alphabet A. The counts of the transitions leaving s 0 are set to define an assumed frequency distribution. We use a uniform distribution, and initialize all the counts to 1.
The descriptions and figures below focus on implementing PPM * since all possible PPM models are included in the set of FSMs represented by a single PPM * model. We explain how to place an order bound on the model structure, and thus implement a PPM model, where appropriate.
The suffix-tree FSM (without state s −1 ) for PPM * and the input sequence abracadabra is shown in Figure 2 . Transitions on finite strings are shown as curved lines terminating with arrows that point to their respective destination states. The fine, straight vertical lines denote the suffix relationship among states. Transitions on unterminated strings, or unterminated transitions, are shown pointing to the beginning of their strings in the input buffer. The portion of the input buffer containing the symbols of the input alphabet is not shown.
Virtual states
Since predictions proceed on a per-symbol basis, we need to compute a probability estimate for each symbol on a given string transition. To do this, we assume that there exists a virtual state between every two adjacent symbols on every string transition. The virtual states that correspond to the so-called deterministic states in the original PPM * implementation [2] are shown in Figure 3 . Since virtual states do not exist in storage, we must deduce the frequency distribution that is conditioned by the conditioning contexts at excited virtual states, in order to use them for probability estimation.
For each symbol processed, all (actual and virtual) states in the suffix tree with associated conditioning context partition element which contains the current input history sequence become excited. The model's excited states for the sequence abracadabra are denoted by numbered arrows, to illustrate their one-to-one correspondence with the states pointed to by the 'context list' pictured in the original PPM * illustration [2] . The number on each arrow indicates the Markov order of the indicated state. Note that only the excited virtual states actually exist in memory at any given time. Only virtual states within the global order bound (if there is one) ever become excited, and no virtual states that have been visited after their initial creation exceed the order bound.
The excited virtual states are deduced dynamically for each symbol modelled. The actual transitions on which the virtual states are (virtually) located provides the frequency data that is required for the deduction. A virtual node is dynamically allocated whenever the first symbol of a string transition is crossed, and deallocated when the last symbol of that string transition is processed, or when the input sequence diverges from the transition's string event. Each virtual node records the actual transition on which it resides, the source state of the actual transition, and an offset which records the number of symbols visited since the virtual node was first allocated. The virtual node is also associated logically with a frequency count for its single out event, which equals the frequency of the string transition it resides upon, before that transition's frequency was incremented. The transition's frequency is incremented after the first symbol of the string transition is processed, so that the virtual node can be associated with the correct frequency.
Lastly, the currently excited virtual states are logically chained together by the suffix( ) relationship. When a virtual node v that corresponds to a string transition a|s is allocated, if event a|suffix(s) is a string transition, then that transition has a corresponding excited virtual node v ′ , so suffix(v) = v ′ . Otherwise, event a|suffix(s) is a singlesymbol transition, and suffix(v) equals the (actual state) destination of transition a|suffix(s).
Transition splitting
The PPM * suffix-tree FSM adapts its structure whenever any of the excited states fail to recognize the current symbol. When an excited actual state does not recognize the current symbol, a new, unterminated transition is added. The new transition's string is indicated by a pointer from the transition to the current position in the input buffer. When an excited virtual state fails to recognize the current symbol, the transition on which the virtual state lies is 'split' at that virtual state by replacing the virtual state with an actual state. The new actual node receives two outgoing transitions: the first corresponds to the branch point in the split transition, and the second corresponds exactly to the above case where an excited actual state fails to recognize the current symbol. When all excited states recognize the current symbol, the model structure does not change.
Transition splitting is illustrated in Figure 4 which shows how the model evolves when abracadabra is followed by a d. If the next symbol had been a c instead, the FSM would have remained unchanged and the five virtual nodes entered by c would have been the next to become excited. Note that virtual nodes for unterminated transitions have no defined out event until the actual transition is being traversed a second time. Thus, the set of excited virtual states will never include the virtual states along novel transitions.
During transition splitting, if there exists a virtual state whose order exceeds the order bound, the transition that enters that virtual state will be redirected to 1. the maximum-order excited actual state, if its order equals the order bound, or 2. the actual state that replaces the virtual state the order of which equals the order bound.
With or without an order bound, splitting must be performed from the bottom up, towards the root, lest subtle errors in transition redirection occur.
Model invariants
A single split operation increases the actual suffix-tree FSM by v nodes and v edges, where v is the number of excited virtual nodes within the order-bounded frontier at the time the split was performed. The actual FSM for abracadabrad is shown in Figure 5 . Note how the unterminated transitions leaving the order-zero root state on b and r , and leaving the order-one state labelled with context a on symbol b-all become truncated to finite-length transitions by the splitting operation. Any transition that has been fully traversed twice will have finite length, and will therefore terminate at an actual state.
Incidentally, the lack of branching in the suffix trees shown in Figures 2-5 is merely an artefact of the example stringeach node in an FSMX suffix-tree model is capable of having up to |A| children, one for each possible single-symbol extension aw of its context w. In general, the suffix-tree FSM presented here satisfies the following invariants, given order bound m (for PPM * , m = ∞):
• Every actual node has at least two outgoing transitions. • For every string w such that |w| ≤ m that has been seen at least twice in the past, and always followed by the same symbol, the model will have a virtual node with context string w.
• For every string w such that |w| ≤ m that has been seen at least twice in the past, but which has been followed by more than one distinct symbol, the model will have an actual node with context string w.
• Every string such that |w| ≤ m that has been seen only once in the past is represented by a virtual node on an unterminated transition.
• No actual nodes, or virtual nodes that have been visited twice will have Markov order exceeding the order bound.
Both PPM * model structures, ours and the original in [2] , represent every subsequence of the already-scanned portion of the input. The original PPM and this section's spacesaving implementation of it represent every subsequence of the processed input that is no longer than the order bound m. The new model is minimal because the deletion of any actual state or of any transition would cause it to represent less information about the input sequence.
Space requirements
Excluding virtual nodes, our suffix-tree FSM has a size which is linear in n, the length of the input sequence. To see why this is true, consider the 'forward tree' that is induced by the (actual) suffix-tree FSM, and which corresponds to the original PPM * implementation [2] :
• the forward-child relationship is equal to the next-state relationship, • the set of nodes include the actual nodes in the FSM plus an added node for each (string-labelled) pointer into the history buffer, • the leaf nodes of the forward tree are the added nodes, and • the internal nodes correspond to the actual nodes of the suffix tree.
Each leaf has a unique context: the concatenation of the context of the source of the leaf's history buffer pointer plus the string labelling that pointer. Every leaf node in the forward tree therefore corresponds to two positions in the input history buffer. The end position is given by the pointer into the history buffer, while the beginning position is given by subtracting the length of the node's context from the end position. The beginning position of the subbuffer pointed to by each forward-tree leaf is unique [2] . Therefore, there are no more forward-tree leaves than there are input symbols. Since all internal nodes have at least two forward children (actual nodes have at least two stringlabelled outgoing transitions), there are no more internal nodes (or equivalently, actual nodes) than there are input symbols. Also, since the arity of the forward tree is at least two, and our suffix-tree implementation does away with all forward-tree leaf nodes, it requires fewer than half the number of nodes used by the original forward-tree implementation.
Assuming the suffix pointers are replaced with the 'context-list' mechanism of the original PPM * implementation, our suffix-tree implementation reduces the space requirements of the original implementation by more than half. How the model parameters are represented is independent of structure.
The remainder of this paper covers how to store and manipulate the frequency-data-organized suffix-tree FSMs to estimate sequence probabilities on-line. In the next three sections, we progressively improve the probability estimates of PPM and PPM * with a series of refinements that apply to suffix-tree FSMs in general:
1. update exclusion, 2. update exclusion plus mixtures, and 3. update exclusion plus information-theoretic state selection.
Moreover, we explain how these improvements affect the semantics of the modelling algorithm, how they interact and why they work.
UPDATE EXCLUSION
How should we organize frequency data at the suffix-tree states? An obvious way to have the value of count[a, s] reflect the characteristics of the input sequence is to have it equal the number of times context(s) · a has been seen in the already-processed portion of the input sequence. However, a different approach, called update exclusion [4] , so effectively and consistently improves the probability estimates produced by PPM that its application to PPM * and combination with state selection must be considered.
As originally defined [4] , update exclusion is a frequency update technique that increments the counts of events a|s for all states s such that context(s) is a suffix of the alreadyprocessed input sequence, and either symbol a is novel at state s, or s is the parent of a state where a is novel. In addition to improving compression performance, update exclusion improves execution time.
To apply update exclusion to PPM * in a way that is compatible with PPM * 's original state-selection mechanism, we emulate the effect that update exclusion has on the frequencies stored by PPM * dynamically, on a per-node basis, in lieu of a global update mechanism.
Let X be a global binary parameter such that X = 1 if the update exclusion option is enabled for the model, otherwise, X = 0. Let s ′ be a variable that denotes which, if any, of the currently excited states has been specifically selected as the source of the coding distribution, which will be computed from some combination of the excited states of Markov order equal to or less than the order of s ′ ; when no excited state has been specifically selected, s ′ equals null. We will use u : S → {0, 1} to denote whether we use update-excluded frequencies at a given state s, where
We 
Model semantics II: update exclusion
Update exclusion improves the performance of blending in context models, but, as traditionally implemented [4] , it renders the models incompatible with state selection by changing their semantics. In all suffix-tree models, update exclusion affects the context partition element that conditions the estimated probability, P e (a|s), of an event a given the frequency data at state s. The original PPM * implementation did not employ update exclusion. Update exclusion would interfere with PPM * 's original state-selection mechanism, if the updates were implemented in PPM * as they are in PPM. This is because PPM * does not always compute the coding distribution from the frequency data at the maximum-order excited state. Instead, PPM * selects the lowest-order virtual (or deterministic) excited state when any virtual states are excited. This is a good policy because it happens to always select the excited virtual state that will produce the lowest-entropy probability distribution: all simultaneously excited virtual states v have seen the same single event a|v at least once, and the lowestorder virtual state will have seen a at least as many times as any of its descendants.
As we explain in Subsection 6.4, selecting a state is semantically equivalent to selecting an entire model, which requires pretending that all descendants of the selected state never existed. Without update exclusion, the value of count[a, s] is the same as if s had no descendants in the suffix tree. However, with update exclusion, the counts for all symbols recognized at the selected state s will be too small, if s has children. Thus, for all PPM variants that combine blending or mixtures with state selection, the dual-frequency counts count[a, s, 1] and count[a, s, 0] will be required. We shall use the dual notation from here on.
MIXTURES
A mixture is a weighted average of several probability estimates. Blending can be viewed as a bottom-up recursive procedure for computing a mixture, barring one missing term for each level of the recursion. In this section, we explain what that missing term is, and how and why we should include it in the mixture.
Let s 0 and s −1 be the order 0 and order −1 states of a suffix tree, respectively, and define α(s) to be the number of times a novel event has occurred at a given state s; that is,
where a ∈ A, the finite input alphabet, and u : S → {0, 1} selects between full-update frequencies given 
where 0 ≤ W (s) < 1, and h(s, a, i) ≤ i. A bottom-up procedure for recursively computing a mixture that estimates the probability of a given event, a i = a, starting from the selected state s ′ , is given in Figure 6 . This procedure computes a mixture of maximum-likelihood probability estimators for all states, except for the order −1 state, which contributes an assumed prior distribution that must be non-zero for all possible symbols in A. The function h(s, a, i) denotes the evaluation time of the inherited probability, P e (a|suffix(s)), relative to the lifetime of state s.
There are two essential questions here:
• How do we define weighting function W ( )?
• When do we evaluate the inherited probability P e (a|suffix(s))?
The performance and tradeoffs of mixtures that are defined using a variety of weighting functions and a spectrum of inheritance evaluation times are explored in [3] . Here we discuss mixtures in terms of a weighting function and an inheritance evaluation time which were selected for this discussion because they are simple and they perform well. Thus, they allow a good introduction to applying the combination of update-excluded mixtures and state selection to PPM variants, without adding distracting details.
Blending has been defined for PPM in terms of several 'escape' mechanisms [9] , of which the simplest and bestperforming are commonly called 'C' [4] and 'D' [5] . Both are easily described in terms of the weighting function W (s), if we define it as
Then the escape mechanism 'C' is implemented if d = 1, and the initial event frequency k = 0, while mechanism 'D' is implemented by letting d = 2 and k = − 1 2 . Blending evaluates P e (a|suffix(s)) the first time event a|s occurs, before frequencies are updated. But after the first time the string context(s) · a occurs, blending assumes P e (a|suffix(s)) = 0, and thereby drops a term of our mixture formula for events that are not novel. The result is that the subsequently computed probability estimates of the event a|s are slightly deflated, while the future estimates of all symbols that have yet to be seen following context(s) are slightly inflated.
Thus, a simple improvement to blending is to record part of the missing term, (1−W (s))·P e (a|suffix(s)), by recording an inherited frequency I [a, s] at each event a|s, where
This is accomplished by the following changes to the mixture formula. 
α(s)/d is replaced by
Note that the value of P e (a|suffix(s)) used during updates at state s can take the same value that was already computed for the modelling algorithm's coding step.
INFORMATION-THEORETIC STATE SELECTION
In this section, we present concepts and machinery for answering this question: 'Which excited state's frequencies will provide the best probability estimate?'
Stochastic complexity
The stochastic complexity of a string is the length of its optimal off-line encoding, that is, its minimum description length (MDL) [10] . A string's MDL is the sum of the lengths of an encoding of a model plus the encoding of the string with respect to that model such that the total encoding length is minimal over all possible models within an assumed model class. Here we consider the problem of computing the input sequence's MDL on-line, by assuming for each input symbol that the set of possible FSM models is represented by the set of nested subtrees of the suffix-tree FSM. Our goal is to code each input symbol with the model that assigns the lowest stochastic complexity to the already-processed portion of the input. At any point in the input sequence, each nested FSM is in a particular state. The set of current states of the nested FSMs is the set of excited suffix-tree states. By selecting one of the excited states, we are in fact selecting an entire FSM with that state as its current state. Note that stochastic complexity assigns a coding penalty to each model state. The penalty is a lower bound on the number of bits required to encode that state. Most other treatments of the state-selection approach to on-line modelling (e.g. [11, 12] ) require that a refinement (e.g. the children or deeper descendants) of a state be selected in preference to that state if the refinement's improvement to the performance of the model frontier containing the original state exceeds the cost of encoding the states comprising the refinement. However, for the following reasons, we believe that there should be no coding penalty for selecting a refinement to a given state during on-line modelling:
• In on-line modelling, the model is not explicitly coded: the deterministic algorithm of the encoder is emulated by the decoder to deduce the state that was selected for coding without any side-information about the actual model.
• In on-line modelling, the coding penalty is incorporated into the inaccurate probability estimates from early in the sequence [13] . Thus, refinement coding penalties are incorporated into the records of past performance based on those estimates.
• Automated experiments with various parametrizations of our executable taxonomy, which evaluate the effect of loose constant lower bounds on the off-line coding cost of model refinements, indicate that positive coding penalties degrade on-line performance.
Therefore, for each input symbol a i , we shall simply select the excited state that represents the model that has performed the best on the input sequence a 1 a 2 · · · a i−1 .
A performance metric for states
Thus we need to associate a performance metric with each state to use for minimizing the codelength of the entire sequence a 1 a 2 · · · a n . The optimal codelength equals
and we model all past occurrences of all suffixes of a 1 a 2 · · · a i−1 using the currently excited states {s : a 1 a 2 · · · a i−1 ∈ L(s)}. We therefore wish to minimize the expected minimal codelength that will be assigned by the probability estimator to symbol a i given the currently excited states, as its 'MDL'. Now we are prepared for selecting, for the purpose of assigning a probability to each successive source symbol, the best-performing model represented by the excited states.
Basic approaches
There are three basic approaches to information-theoretic state selection. Each approach can be viewed as selecting a complete frontier of the subtree rooted at s 0 , where a frontier of state s's subtree T consists of the leaves of some subtree of T rooted at s, and a frontier is complete if it consists of s or of complete frontiers of all of s's children.
1. Top-down from s 0 , select the first state s whose children's combined expected codelengths fail to improve s's expected codelength. 2. Bottom-up from the maximum-order excited state, select the excited child of the first state s whose children's combined expected codelengths improve s's expected codelength. 3. Top-down, select the minimum-order excited state for which no complete frontier of its subtree improves its expected codelength.
The first approach was introduced, using entropies instead of MDLs [11] , and then later using MDLs [7] . This technique systematically underestimates the local order of the model [12] ; it is a hill-climbing technique that can get stuck in local minima. The second approach is introduced here as an obvious complement to the top-down hill-climbing approach, to complete the taxonomy. It systematically overestimates local order. Both methods are most efficiently implemented using a single MDL counter D ′ [s] at each state s, which records the difference between the per-symbol codelength assigned by the state s and the codelength assigned by the currently excited child of s. That is, given that D ′ [s] = 0, ∀s ∈ S initially, for every state s such that s has an excited child t at time i, let
− log(P e (a i |s)) + log(P e (a i |t)).
Both hill-climbing methods approximate the third approach. The reason that the hill-climbing approaches are suboptimal is that there may be a complete frontier below any given state's children that reduces the state's expected codelength, even though the children themselves do not. Weinberger et al. present a formal, asymptotically convergent solution to the third approach that requires an order bound [12] . Below, we describe our own solution, which requires no order bound and which allows efficient implementation, but first we will explain certain semantic considerations involving context partitions and frequency updates.
Model semantics III: competing context partitions
State selection in a suffix-tree FSM implements the selection of an entire partition on the set of possible conditioning contexts, where the partition element associated with each state is the set of strings that will cause the FSM to enter that state or any state in its subtree. We restrict ourselves to the selection of complete frontiers because only complete frontiers impose a complete partition on the set of conditioning contexts. For every possible input history a 1 a 2 · · · a i−1 , there must exist a state in the coding model selected at time i the conditioning context of which contains a 1 a 2 · · · a i−1 .
It is fortunate that a state-selection procedure need only consider the metrics located at the excited states. However, the designer must remember that he or she is actually implementing the selection of an entire conditioning context partition from among a set of competing partitions. This means that a node must always be considered for selection along with its siblings. To select, for example, the excited state with the lowest expected codelength, or the minimumorder excited state with expected codelength which is better than that of its excited child [14] , is incorrect, not merely suboptimal. This is because the children of a state s (i.e. those nodes with contexts which correspond to minimal extensions of the state's context) may have better performance than the state s, even while the currently excited child of s has worse performance than s does.
Frequency updates affect the conditioning context partition imposed by the state set. Therefore, the choice of update mechanism must be considered carefully in combination with state selection. At first glance, only full updates, which increment the frequency distribution at every excited state (and therefore at every simulated FSM model), seem appropriate for models with state selection. However, there are two reasons to combine state selection with update exclusion, which increments frequencies at only the highestorder excited states. First, update exclusion improves the performance of mixtures (which we propose to combine with state selection). Second, update exclusion correctly handles the incomplete frontiers that result from lazily evaluating refinements to suffix-tree states [3, Section 7.6] . With mixtures, the probability estimate is defined recursively in terms of ancestor nodes. State selection does not cause us to assume that the children of these lower-order nodes do not exist, therefore update-excluded frequencies should be used to compute the lower-order terms of the probability estimate, even when state selection is employed. Regardless of whether the model uses mixtures or constructs incomplete frontiers, update-excluded frequencies must not be used to compute the probability estimate at the selected state, since the act of selecting a state assumes that the descendants of the selected state do not exist. Thus, disabling update exclusion at the currently selected state is required when it is enabled globally for the modelling algorithm.
A percolating state-selection mechanism
Here we present a dynamic-programming solution to the problem of finding the best-performing model frontier with- out resorting to hill-climbing or an order-bound. In simple terms, our solution recursively 'percolates' the performance of each subtree's best frontier up to its root's ancestor. Figure 7 gives the two procedures, Percolate MDLs: S × A → {} and Select: S → S ∪ {null} that implement the two principal steps. , a i ) . Finally, the event frequencies are updated at all excited states before advancing to the next scanned sequence symbol a i+1 and setting s ′ to the maximum-order state that is excited by a 1 a 2 · · · a i .
Implementation issues
When PPM * or PPM are implemented with string transitions, initial values of F[ ] and D[ ] are intimately bound to the presence of virtual states which lie between the symbols of a string that labels a transition. All states except s 0 and s −1 exist as virtual states before they become actual states. Virtual states require no MDLs: if no actual node is selected by the state selector, then the minimum-order (i.e. lowest-entropy) excited virtual node v is viewed as the selected node. In that case, P e (a i |a 1 a 2 · · · a i−1 ) is computed as P e (a i |v) using no update exclusion at v. If no actual node is selected and there are no excited virtual states, P e (a i |a 1 a 2 · · · a i−1 ) is computed as P e (a i |s ′ ) using no update exclusion.
Any time the excited virtual states are not split, the minimum-order virtual state's codelength is added to F[s ′ ] at the maximum excited actual state s ′ . Then, assuming the mixture weighting function is not 'B', when an excited virtual state v is split into a new actual node s, the D[s] and F[s] are both initialized to
where
• a v is the symbol that followed v in the past,
• P e (a v |s ′ ) is the probability estimate of a v at the existing maximum-order excited actual state s ′ (computed with update exclusions enabled for s ′ ), • ♯v is the number of times that state v has been excited in the past, and • α equals 0.5 with mixture weighting scheme 'D', and α = 1 if scheme 'A' or 'C' is used.
If the mixture weighting function is 'B', D[s] and F[s]
are both initialized to ♯v · − log P e (a v |s ′ ), if ♯v < 2, and
Deducing the frequencies is straightforward; however, deducing the true accumulated codelengths would require child and sibling pointers at the source of the string transition, plus significant searching overhead. Thus the procedure given above approximates the MDLs of virtual nodes when they are split, by imposing the following simplifying assumptions:
• A virtual state can have no (virtual) children other than its excited child.
• The excited virtual states were added to the model simultaneously; thus s ′ provided each virtual state's initial probability estimate.
• The initial estimate P e (a v |s ′ ) has not changed since the virtual states' context strings first occurred.
The effects of these approximations are measured against an exact implementation in Section 7.
PPM * with mixtures and state selection
In general, an on-line modelling algorithm that uses convergent state selection will ignore the high-order descendants of a given node until the combined estimated probability distributions of those descendants have better performance, or lower entropy, than the frequency distribution at the given node. A simple explanation of why blending and other mixtures work so well in on-line modelling algorithms is that these techniques enable a given state's probability estimate to converge to the characteristics of the input data sooner. Accelerating this convergence is essential to a state's usefulness if it has high Markov order. Even for large input sequences, high-order states are invariably starved for data. In practice, mixtures accelerate the convergence at particular states; that is, mixtures lower the expected entropy of their estimated probability distributions. Thus, the combination of mixtures with state selection will accelerate the convergence of models; that is, higherorder states will be selected sooner than with state selection alone. The algorithm resulting from this combination should produce a model that performs well for both short and long sequences.
PERFORMANCE MEASUREMENTS
In this section we demonstrate that our implementation reduces space requirements for PPM models, and our enhancements consistently and cumulatively improve the probability estimates of PPM and PPM * models, well beyond the current state of the art.
Methodology and nomenclature
We measure the predictive ability of our models by processing their estimates with an arithmetic coder [15] [16] [17] [18] . Arithmetically coded probability estimates are an excellent measure of model performance because they compute a tight, infinite-precision upper bound on the − log likelihood of the model, given the input sequence. Moreover, we can verify that the model is not getting high likelihoods through error or the loss of information by decoding the output and verifying that the decoded output is the same as the original input.
All of the numbers presented in this section, including baselines, were obtained by running appropriate parametrizations of our executable taxonomy 3 [3] . The taxonomy provides complete experimental control for evaluating the compression performance of individual model features: when one model feature is changed, all others are guaranteed to remain unchanged. However, since the various parametrizations of the taxonomy are burdened by its generality, our implementation does not provide meaningfully comparable timing results. The overhead of the feature-switching logic is non-uniform; we employed algorithmic generalities that excluded many obvious optimizations, and significant extra storage is required to implement certain individual algorithmic features. Thus, the focus of our empirical results is on the effects of the various mechanisms on compression performance. All probability estimates were coded using a floating-point m-ary arithmetic coder that we based upon the popular integer implementation given in [19, 20] , and no frequency scaling was required. All results were verified by decompressing the encoded file and comparing it with the original.
In Tables 1-4 we give compression performance, summarize model topology and give average selected order for several variants of PPM and PPM * . Each column of every table corresponds to an experiment with a particular variant. The variants are specified in the column heading using the following conventions:
Escape mechanism. Either method 'C' or 'D' was used, and is indicated explicitly.
Transitions. Either the model was implemented with single symbol transitions (default, for details see, e.g. [6] ) or with string transitions (denoted with ' * '), as described in Section 3.
Order bound. The model has no global order bound (default) or an order bound is specified (e.g. '9').
Update exclusion. The default has no update exclusion for any states. Otherwise, an 'X' is included in the column header to denote the selective application of update exclusion to eligible states, as presented in Section 4.
Mixtures.
Blending is the default; the use of mixtures instead of blending, as given in Section 5, is indicated with an 'M'.
State selection. The percolating state-selection mechanism presented in Section 6 is denoted by 'S'. Otherwise, when there is an order bound, the default is to select no state, and when no order bound is specified, the default is to select the minimum-order virtual (or single-outedge) state.
Thus, given this nomenclature, the standard PPM reference [4] becomes 'C3X' if it is implemented with symbol transitions, and 'C * 3X' if implemented with string transitions 4 . And, the prior state-of-the-art PPM variant, which has order 5, update exclusions and uses escape mechanism D is 'D5X' or 'D * 5X', depending on the implementation. Lastly, PPM * is denoted simply as 'C * '. Performance is measured as average output bits per input character ('b.p.c.'). For the Calgary Corpus, input characters are bytes, so the input alphabet size is 256. For each input file, the lowest average codelength obtained by any of the tested algorithms is highlighted in bold.
Our choice of order bound was arbitrary: we let the capacity of our machines to handle the full-space PPM implementation decide for us. All experiments in this paper were run for orders 3-9. Measurable, but decreasingly significant compression improvements were obtained by each order increase when the percolating state selector was employed. Without state selection, compression improvement in PPM stopped after order 5.
We have also tested larger orders (we presented the results for order 64 [3] , but that number was chosen completely arbitrarily) using the string-transition implementation of PPM with several types of state selection. The results were consistent: compression improvement continues, albeit diminishingly, with each successive order increase, given that the state-selection technique does not systematically overestimate the model's order.
While these order-varying results are readily reproducible, we do not feel that the results of extensive tests of performance of various techniques across a range of global order bounds are relevant (aside from showing the predictability of the effect of increasing the order bound with a good state selector). Such experiments provide more information about the character of the test data, rather than the universality of the tested algorithms. The ideal algorithm will not require any global order bound. Table 1 shows the effects of progressively applying the optimizations covered in this paper ('X','S','M') to PPMC and PPMD with order 9. Table 2 shows the effect of progressively applying the same optimizations to PPM * . Order 9 (the maximum order our machines could handle) was selected for these experiments to demonstrate the fact that with our optimizations, increased model order corresponds to increased compression performance, even past order 5. (Recall that in PPM without state selection, there was no overall compression performance increase with the Calgary Corpus past order 5.) Observe that the improvements by the three optimizations are consistent, significant and cumulative for all variants and all files. Tables 1 and 2 are divided into right and left halves, with the left halves showing the results of using mixture weighting function 'C', and the right halves showing results for 'D'. Note that while escape mechanism 'D' was known to improve PPM's performance, it was believed to not improve PPM * . Indeed, column 'D * ' shows that 'D' hurts the compression performance of PPM * (shown in column 'C * '). However, the respective differences between the columns labelled 'C9', 'C * ', 'D9', 'D * ' and 'C9X', 'C * X', 'D9X', 'D * X' clearly show that the factor that actually determines the applicability of 'D' over 'C' is the use of update exclusions, not the presence of an order bound. On the other hand, the combination of optimizations tested here significantly reduces the performance difference that 'D' and 'C' impose in PPM and PPM * variants. That is, the greater than 1% compression improvement of 'D' over 'C' in simpler variants is more than halved in 'XSM' variants. Since 'D', 'C' and other known solutions to the 'zero-frequency problem' are known to have no principled basis [9] , our optimizations increase the universality PPM variants by reducing the relative effects of the necessarily ad hoc solutions to the zero-frequency (i.e. mixture weighting) problem. Table 3 summarizes the structure of the unbounded-order models constructed by PPM * , and the average local orders that are selected by both the state-selection mechanism presented in this paper and the original mechanism used with PPM * . The 'Nodes' column refers to the number of actual states, while the 'Edges' column refers to the number of transitions. The 'Avg order' column gives the average order of the maximum-order excited state for each input symbol; similarly for 'Avg selected order'. Note that the compression improvement to PPM * variants by our state-selection mechanism is less than for PPM variants (roughly 3.5% vs. 5.5%), but then observe in columns C * and D * that PPM * 's default state-selection mechanism does reduce PPM * 's average order significantly. Recall from Subsection 4.1 that the higher-order virtual nodes do not reduce the model's expected codelength. Thus with PPM * , less improvement is available to optimize 'S' 5 . Finally, Table 4 shows the tradeoffs of using a stringtransition implementation over a symbol-transition implementation. First, there is no cost, other than increased design complexity, of using string transitions if informationtheoretic state selection is not used. In that case, the probability estimates, visited orders and selected orders are identical to those of a symbol-transition implementation. However, with information-theoretic state selection, a very small difference in the performance (0.1%) of the two implementations occurs. This difference is due solely to local-order underestimation that is brought about by the approximate deduction of codelengths at newly split virtual nodes described in Subsection 6.6. A more careful approximation than ours is possible and can tighten the order estimates. For example, it is easy to deduce whether an excited virtual node was added after its virtual ancestors and whether an excited virtual node has more than one virtual child.
Results
The benefit of the string-transition implementation is significant space savings, which depend upon the input file, order bound and the implementation; but which generally amount to at least half the cost of a symbol-transition implementation. The true space savings (in bytes) provided by the string-transition implementation, relative to an equivalent symbol-transition implementation, equal
where S (S * ) is the number of actual states in the symboltransition (string-transition) model, E (E * ) is the number of edges (edge * s), and F equals the input file size plus a small amount of buffering overhead.
The sizes of model states (nodes), virtual nodes (vnodes), and symbol transitions (edges) or string transitions (edge * s), are implementation dependent. However, by assuming the use of double-precision floating point, and our taxonomical implementation, which must handle all algorithmic variants, we can give a reasonable upper bound on the space requirements of nodes and edges.
A node s requires roughly 8 machine words: 1] , a pointer to the edge on which the virtual node sits, the position on the edge where the virtual node sits and the source node of the edge.
Given the above size estimates, formula and the assumption that a word equals 4 bytes, memory usage by the models constructed for variants D9 * XSM versus D9XSM are shown, for example, in Table 5 . Note that 54 words were added to the D9 * column entries for the storage of up to nine virtual nodes. Furthermore, recall that these storage estimates are not general storage requirements, for example, the suffix pointer at each node can be eliminated completely [2] . Overall, the storage savings gained by using our string-transition implementation over a symbol-transition implementation increase with the value of the global order bound.
Universality
There is currently a great deal of emphasis in empirical lossless data compression research upon how well given techniques perform on the Calgary Corpus. However, the more important and ultimately useful aspect of the techniques we present here is their principled, semantically coherent design. The modelling algorithms developed in this paper perform better on the benchmarks than existing algorithms do because our algorithms impose fewer and less restrictive assumptions on the input data.
For the following reasons, we believe that the improvements presented here are universal-that is, they will induce similar relative performance increases for most suffix-tree techniques on most data:
• The improvements we made are not ad hoc or empirically tuned to fit the Calgary Corpus.
• We showed the improvements to be independent of a key input parameter, the order bound, that can be empirically tuned to fit the Corpus.
• The changes improved the compression for each file individually, and there is considerable variety among the files of the Calgary Corpus.
Thus the improvements we have presented combine with PPM * -the first on-line stochastic model to impose no order assumptions and no arbitrary model growth heuristics on the data-to form what may be the most universal on-line modelling technique that has been evaluated empirically to date.
RELATED WORK
We developed our suffix-tree transformation of PPM * , and the presentation given here, in 1995, while completing the executable taxonomy that was thereafter used to implement and test the hypotheses developed in the parent work overviewed in this paper [3] . However, credit for publishing the algorithm first belongs elsewhere: Ukkonen published an on-line suffix-tree construction algorithm in 1995 [21] , and Larsson applied it to a sliding-window variant of PPM * in 1996 [22] .
CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we cumulatively applied three optimizations to PPM and PPM * : update exclusions, mixtures and MDLbased state selection. This work introduced a new stateselection technique and the idea of combining mixtures (which generalize blending) with information-theoretic state selection in context models. We showed that the combination is abstractly meaningful by presenting a coherent semantics that gives the model designer a basis for reasoning about how the optimizations interact and how to apply them. Then, we demonstrated that the combination of techniques is effective in a variety of modelling algorithms, by implementing them as part of an executable taxonomy of suffix-tree modelling algorithms, and conducting experiments that control all model features. Lastly, we showed how to reduce the space required by high-order PPM implementations to a fraction of their original requirements.
Although significant, our performance improvements may be too small relative to their cost to be useful in today's data compression applications. The obvious costs of percolating state selection involve storing two additional floating-point numbers at each model state, and computing and storing updates to those numbers at all excited states, for each input symbol. An additional, hidden cost of state selection arises because the benefit of adding percolating state selection to a blended model will be essentially negated if update exclusion is forgone. Yet, with state selection, update exclusion must be enabled on a per-node basis, which requires that an additional integer field be stored at each transition.
Our improvement to blending has the cost of requiring that frequencies are stored as floating-point numbers rather than integers, or that an additional floating-point number be stored at each transition to contain the inherited frequency separately. However, since it reuses another essential computation, the direct computational cost of using inherited frequencies, as presented in this paper, is negligible. The indirect computational cost of using inherited frequencies, however, is quite significant: floating-point frequencies require the use of either binary decomposition of the frequency distribution and a binary arithmetic coder, or a floating-point m-ary arithmetic coder.
The final cost of our ideas is that they greatly increase the design time of the modelling algorithm. Although the optimizations of percolating state-selection, mixtures, and dual-frequency updates for statewise update exclusion, have a clear semantic basis and fit together meaningfully, the semantics, as well as the mechanisms, are quite involved. Implementing these optimizations correctly is a challenging endeavour that requires deep intuition about the modelling process. We have made every effort to present the core of our intuition here; a more detailed version appears in the parent work [3] .
Regardless of their applicability to practical data compression, the application of state selection and mixtures to context models has produced the first published improvements to the state of the art in universal on-line modelling, in terms of empirically measured compression performance, since Moffat's 1990 implementation of PPM, PPMC [4] , and Howard's adjustment that resulted in PPMD [5] . The concepts presented in this paper have application wherever it is useful to accurately predict a sequence symbol based upon its surrounding symbols, without prior knowledge, in off-line and on-line applications. We believe that the value of this contribution is an increased understanding of sequence modelling issues and a new standard to which we can compare the performance of universal on-line modelling algorithms.
